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Welcome to your 
Inspire Magazine

Welcome to the latest issue of the Inspire magazine, where we turn 
our attention to the captivating beauty of staycations in the United 
Kingdom. Join us on a journey through the diverse landscapes 
and cultural treasures that await you right here at home. From the 
stunning coastlines of Cornwall to the serene lakes of the Lake 
District, the charming villages of Yorkshire, and the tranquil rural 
retreats scattered throughout the countryside, we'll unveil the the 
best of travel in the UK. Immerse yourself in the vibrant energy of 
London with its world-class theatre, eclectic shopping, and exciting 
events. Experience the thrill of theme park breaks and discover 
unbeatable offers on serene lodges and holiday parks. So, flip 
through these pages, be inspired by the endless possibilities, and let 
us guide you to explore the wonders that lie on our doorstep. 

Nicola Lyon
Lyon Aire Travel by Inspire

Inspire is an ABTA and ATOL licensed travel agency and tour 
operator offering both package holidays from the most well-known 
and trusted travel providers throughout the UK and Europe, in 
addition to dynamically packaging and tailor making trips for our 
customers. We cater for all aspects of travel, from one night in a UK 
hotel or a European city break to bespoke luxury escapes and round 
the world trips. We can manage every aspect of your trip, including: 
car hire, airport lounge passes, airport parking, airport hotels, airport 
transfers, attraction tickets and more!

About



 
Get in touch now for the latest offers or a personalised 
itinerary!
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STAYCATIONS IN THE UK

Our country is a land of enchanting landscapes 
and hidden treasures. From the rugged coastline 
stretching over 12,500 miles to the 15 national 
parks teeming with natural wonders and 
flourishing wildlife, there's no shortage of awe-
inspiring sights to explore. Lose yourself in 
the magnificent countryside, wander through 
charming market towns, discover honey-hued 
villages, or unwind in serene seaside destinations.

But a staycation is more than just breathtaking 
scenery. It's a chance to indulge in mouthwatering 
temptations you might not normally treat yourself 
to, savour homegrown wines, and uncover local 
delicacies at their point of origin.

Whether you're seeking a family adventure, a 
romantic escape, or a solo retreat, the UK has 
something for everyone. Discover the picturesque 
charm of Cornwall, immerse yourself in the 
tranquillity of the Lakes, uncover the captivating 
beauty of Yorkshire, or seek solace in rural 
retreats. Explore the vibrant culture of London, 
where theatre, shopping, and events abound, or 
try thrilling theme park breaks for unforgettable 
moments of excitement.

With stunning coastlines, serene lakeside vistas, 
rich heritage and tranquil rural retreats, you can 
visit the most captivating destinations, rediscover 
the beauty of the UK and create cherished 
memories that will last a lifetime - there truly is 
no place like home.

We’d all like to explore the world, but how much of our own country have you conquered? A far-flung 
adventure might feel like the ultimate wishlist trip, but if you know where to go, a staycation can offer just as 
much beauty, adventure, and luxury. Welcome to the diverse and captivating world of staycations. 

The UK is the 7th most popular global tourist destination, and for good reason! Choosing a 
staycation over a holiday abroad has many advantages. Not only can you leave your passport 
at home and avoid the airport hassle, but you can also enjoy a more relaxing journey by car or 
train, immersing yourself in the scenic routes that lead to your destination.
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Hidden Gems
Explore breathtaking landscapes and hidden gems, from stunning 
coastlines to picturesque countryside.

Affordable Getaways
Staycations can be more budget-friendly than international travel, 
or you can allocate your budget towards experiences and activities.

Support the Economy
By choosing a staycation, you directly support local businesses and 
communities, helping them thrive.

Staycations result in significantly lower carbon emissions compared 
to flying abroad, making them a greener choice.

Embrace Sustainability

Flexibility and Convenience
Enjoy the convenience and flexibility of planning a staycation 
without the additional logistics of international travel.

Rediscover the UK
From pioneering cultural spaces and urban havens, to countryside 
trails and relaxing wellness retreats, it’s all happening on our shores!

WHY BOOK A STAYCATION?

INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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TOP INSTAGRAM SPOTS
The UK is brimming with captivating landscapes and renowned landmarks, making it an ideal destination for 
avid Instagram users. Here are our picks for some of the country's most picturesque locations, guaranteed to 
enhance your social media feed.

Cornwall
In St. Ives vibrant fishing boats dot the harbour, 
a golden sandy beach beckons, and winding 
cobbled streets invite exploration. This idyllic 
destination is a perfect backdrop for showcasing 
some colourful fashion choices. While you're 
visiting, don't miss out on the iconic St. Michael's 
Mount, the breathtaking cliffs of Land's End, and 
the picturesque harbour of Port Isaac. 

Edinburgh
The historic city of Edinburgh is a photographer's 
dream, with the majestic Edinburgh Castle 
perched on Castle Rock, charming cobblestone 
streets of the Royal Mile, and the stunning 
panoramic views from Arthur's Seat. Don't miss 
out on exploring the iconic Castle, wandering 
through the vibrant Victoria Street, and capturing 
the beauty of the colorful Dean Village.

Snowdonia
Venture into the breathtaking landscapes of 
Snowdonia National Park in Wales. Capture the 
rugged beauty of Mount Snowdon, explore the 
enchanting Swallow Falls, and photograph the 
serene lakes of Llyn Padarn and Llyn Idwal. Make 
sure to visit the picturesque village of Betws-y-
Coed, surrounded by stunning waterfalls and 
woodland.
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The Lake District 
Photo opportunities galore, with mirror-like 
lakes, towering hillsides, and picturesque 
villages! Surprise View near Derwentwater is 
a gorgeous spot for nature lovers. Be sure to 
visit the enchanting Aira Force waterfall, hike 
up Cat Bells for stunning views, and explore the 
mystical beauty of Castlerigg Stone Circle.

London
Capitalise on the capital city's unique sights, 
from the magnificent St. Paul's Cathedral, to 
the bustling streets of Covent Garden, and 
capture the vibrant atmosphere of Notting Hill's 
colourful houses. Don't miss the mesmerizing 
view of the city from The London Eye!

Bath
Immerse yourself in the elegance of Bath, 
where Georgian architecture and Roman history 
collide. Capture the grandeur of the Roman 
Baths, stroll along the beautiful Pulteney 
Bridge, and visit the iconic Bath Abbey. Don't 
miss the opportunity to take a relaxing photo in 
the stunning Thermae Bath Spa rooftop pool.

The Cotswolds
A region renowned for its picturesque villages 
and rolling hills. Visit quintessential villages such 
as Castle Combe, Bourton-on-the-Water, and 
Bibury, and photograph the scenic landscapes 
from viewpoints like Broadway Tower. Be sure 
to capture the honey-coloured stone cottages, 
charming gardens, and peaceful countryside. 

INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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LODGES AND HOLIDAY PARKS
At Hoseasons we specialise in all kinds of holidays. Choose from boating breaks on beautiful waterways and 
luxury lodges for a relaxing weekend away, to coastal and countryside cottage retreats and fun-filled family 
holiday parks offering the best holiday ever  - you'll find plenty of choice. With short breaks and longer stays 
available all across Britain, there’s no better place to look for your perfect UK escape. Take a look at our exclusive 
collections for some extra 'Holiday Inspiration'...

Immerse yourself in a world of innovative opulence with 
this collection of highly exclusive destinations. Choose 
from super-stylish lodges to awe-inspiring treehouses, 
beautifully unique luxury cocoons to  floating luxury 
lodges. We've focused on comfort, luxury, and thoughtful 
extras to surprise and delight. Whether you’re keen on 
enjoying panoramic views from a hot tub*, relaxing in 
the great outdoors with plenty of space and privacy, or 
indulging in leisure activities, you will find the perfect 
holiday in our Magnificent Collection.

Step into a world of pure luxury with this collection 
of exclusive hideaways. Whether you’re savouring a 
decadent breakfast in bed, taking a stroll through awe-
inspiring landscapes, or enjoying the starlit pleasures 
of your own steamy, outdoor hot tub, you can let your 
worries bubble away at a hand-picked Autograph Lodge 
escape. From the ancient beauty of the Cornish coast to 
the breathtaking Scottish Highlands, there are 55 hand-
picked locations to choose from across Great Britain. 
Each one perfectly placed to see the sights, wherever you 
decide to escape. 

Enjoy the comfort of your very own luxury lodge, some 
even with hot tubs*, nestled into the peace and quiet of 
your countryside surroundings, leaving you with time 
to relax and unwind with family, friends and loved ones. 
Discover easy-going, dog friendly** holidays designed to 
make a big deal of the little things in life. Choose from 
32 locations from countryside to coast across the UK 
with complimentary essentials to get you started on 
arrival. On an Evermore Lodge Holiday, there’s the space, 
surroundings, and freedom for the whole family to have 
the time of your lives. 8
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Be nature’s guest and step into a world of wonder! 
Let the kids learn about nature first-hand. Get busy 
exploring, bug-hunting, den-building, or tree-climbing 
in the glorious woodland areas, or simply sit back in 
your hot tub* and star-gaze. Pets are welcome free at 
Wanderwood locations (in selected accommodations). 
Where will you wander? There are 14 stunning locations 
for little adventures and big explorers. With beautiful 
authentic and traditional lodges, set in glorious woodland 
across Britain, we’re sure you’ll find the perfect getaway 
for you! 

From a family cycle in the forest or a couple’s ramble 
across the countryside, a splash in a swimming pool to a 
dip in a bubbling hot tub*, a Go Active Break gives you 
the freedom to make the most of your time together. 
Discover our exclusive locations set in gorgeous green 
forests, breathtaking peaks, and lush woodlands, with 
a range of hand-picked quality accommodation where 
you can explore at your own pace. Professionally trained 
activity leaders are on-hand to guide and assist you, 
whether you’re a budding beginner or a keen amateur!  
(Go Active activities are bookable and payable locally). 

If you’re seeking a cool, super stylish accommodation 
lavished with a little wow factor then a Bouja Boutique 
Break is definitely for you. With luxury extras and cool 
gadgets – everything’s been thought of to make your 
getaway feel extra special. There are 35 idyllic hand-
picked locations for you to choose from across the UK. 
Treat yourself and choose from a range of exclusive stylish 
accommodation, with hot tubs available at every location 
in selected accommodations. You’ll find the perfect break 
for friends, family or just the two of you. 

Bursting with character from coast to country, find 
freedom and space in the heart of the forest or stunning 
sea views. You’re sure to spend time re-charging, 
unwinding, and reconnecting with the ones you love, 
wherever you choose to stay. 20 exclusive family holiday 
locations to choose from - each of our Daisy Door 
Cottage Style Collections are located within easy reach of 
a host of things to do and see, so you can seek exploration 
and adventure, or, slow down and sample some local 
delicacies from the market towns and villages.

*Hot tubs in selected accommodations
**Pets welcome in selected accommodations and locations. INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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A captivating destination in the southwest of England 
renowned for its picturesque coastlines, charming 
villages, and rich cultural heritage. Immerse yourself 
in the beauty of Cornwall by exploring popular towns 
like St Ives, Newquay, and Penzance. These vibrant 
coastal gems offer stunning beaches, quaint streets, 
and a lively atmosphere. 

Discover landmarks such as the legendary Tintagel 
Castle, linked to the tales of King Arthur, and the 
enchanting St Michael's Mount, an island castle 
dating back to medieval times. Nature enthusiasts will 
be captivated by Cornwall's diverse landscapes. From 
the dramatic cliffs of Land's End to the serene beauty 
of the Roseland Peninsula and the lush gardens of the 
Lost Gardens of Heligan, the county offers a wealth 
of natural wonders. 

Enjoy surfing, hiking, and cycling amidst Cornwall's 
breathtaking scenery, or delve into Cornwall's 
rich history through its mining heritage, intriguing 
museums, and vibrant art galleries.

CORNWALL

Sandymouth Holiday Resort - Bude 
Part of the Go Active Breaks collection

The quintessential English seaside holiday, perfectly 
blending coast and countryside. Surrounded by 24 
acres of meadowland and gardens, this stunning  
resort boasts amazing views close to the North 
Devon border. With child-friendly facilities, an 
indoor heated pool, sports pitch, and a full-size 
pirate ship, there's something for everyone. Fitness 
enthusiasts can enjoy the trim trail and outdoor 
gym, while others can relax at the restaurant and 
bar. Nightly entertainment ensures a memorable 
experience for all ages.  

Our favourite       
stays in Cornwall...
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Looe Coastal Retreat - Looe  
Part of the Bouja Boutique Breaks collection

Less than a mile from the Cornish coastline, with 
pristine beaches and crystal blue waters. South 
Cornwall is famous for smugglers, shark fishing, 
hidden coves, fishing villages, and unspoiled 
countryside. Enjoy the cobbled streets, seafood 
restaurants, and peaceful harbour. Each spacious   
holiday home combines cutting-edge design 
with luxury. Some include outdoor bean bags, and 
hot tubs, making it the ideal spot for romantic 
getaways, family breaks, or simply relaxing. 

Caddy’s Corner Lodges - Carnmenellis  
Part of the Evermore Lodge Holidays collection

Perfectly situated between Cornwall's north and 
south coasts. With views of the Lizard Peninsula, 
these contemporary Lodges provide style, space, 
and access to a wildflower area and children's play 
park. Enjoy stargazing and outdoor dining on the 
lodge decks. Discover nearby surfing hotspots, 
pristine beaches, cliffs, coves, and sailing waters. 
Try cycling, walking and riding trails, and sea safaris, 
or explore Falmouth, St Ives, and the famous Eden 
Project. You'll be sure to make some cherished 
holiday memories.

Kilminorth Cottages - Watergate  
Part of the Daisy Door collection

Lovingly restored former farm buildings turned 
contemporary cottages in a wooded valley. The 
open-plan interiors feature vibrant colours, cutting-
edge technology, and luxurious beds, providing 
comfort and style for couples, families, and groups. 
Outside, lush gardens offer both open spaces for 
games and cosy spots for romantic breaks. Enjoy 
the outdoor swimming pool, tennis, and woodland 
walks. Explore Looe and nearby Polperro, head to 
the Eden Project or try surfing at Fistral Beach.

INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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As England’s largest national park, The Lake District 
is renowned for its stunning landscapes, tranquil 
lakes, and cultural heritage. Immerse yourself in the 
region by exploring charming towns such as Keswick, 
Windermere, and Ambleside. These scenic locations 
offer idyllic lakeside views, charming streets, and a 
relaxed atmosphere. 

Discover distinguished landmarks like the majestic 
Scafell Pike, the highest peak in England, and the 
beautiful Lake Windermere, where you can enjoy boat 
rides and lakeside walks. From the dramatic valleys 
of Borrowdale to the peaceful beauty of Buttermere 
and the enchanting forests of Grizedale, the region 
boasts an abundance of natural wonders. Outdoor 
enthusiasts can partake in activities like hiking, 
boating, and cycling amidst the breathtaking scenery. 
Explore the region's rich cultural heritage through its 
historic sites, including medieval castles like Muncaster 
Castle and captivating literary connections to famous 
writers like William Wordsworth and Beatrix Potter; 
there are a wealth of local traditions to be uncovered.

THE LAKES

Meadows End Lodges - Cartmel  
Part of the Autograph Lodge Holidays collection

Nestled in tranquil meadowland with a David 
Bellamy Gold Award for conservation, these luxury 
lodges with hot tubs provide an ideal base for 
exploring the Lake District. Their contemporary 
design blends seamlessly into the idyllic setting. 
Just a short walk from Cartmel Village, known 
for its race meetings, sticky toffee pudding, and 
monthly food markets, there are plenty of local 
attractions including outdoor activities, coastal 
walks, and leisurely cruises on Lake Windermere 
and Coniston.

Our favourite       
stays in the Lake District...
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Hartsop Fold Lodges – Patterdale  
Part of the Wanderwood Lodges collection

These Scandinavian-style lodges offer outstanding 
views between Brotherswater and Ullswater, and 
combine homely comfort with country practicality, 
including heated storage for boots and coats 
and a large verandah for outdoor relaxation and 
stargazing. The area is abundant with wildlife, with 
opportunities for outdoor activities like fellwalking, 
nature trails, boat trips, and mountain biking. 
Nearby attractions like Aira Force, Ambleside, 
Windermere, and Penrith are easily accessible for 
a fantastic Lakes gateway. 

Keswick Reach Lodge Retreat - Bewaldeth 

A perfect base to explore Cumbria's wonders, voted 
Best in Britain! Only 10 miles from historic Keswick, 
enjoy Derwentwater's beauty, Lake District Wildlife 
Park, and thrilling climbing experiences. Choose 
from luxury lodges ond contemporary holiday 
homes, relax with spa therapies*, or unwind in your 
private hot tub**. Return to luxury accommodation 
after a day of adventure. On-site amenities include 
the award-winning Copper Fells restaurant and a 
gym. Keswick Reach Lodge offers the best of the 
Lakes for a unique experience.

Ullswater Heights - Greystoke  
Part of the Evermore Lodge Holidays collection

Set in the landscaped grounds of a former quarry 
with hand-picked lodges and deluxe safari tents 
featuring hot tubs. Enjoy the Lake House bar and 
restaurant, and the Street Kitchen for Cumbria's 
best hospitality. Onsite, you'll find a play park and 
farm shop, whilst Alfresco Adventures and Activity 
Centre offer outdoor pursuits*. Close to Ullswater, 
this resort provides an enviable location to explore 
by foot, bike, canoe, or steamer. Discover nearby 
Greystoke (the birthplace of Tarzan!) for pubs and 
restaurants, or try scenic private dining onsite. 

*Charges apply  **Hot tubs in selected locations

INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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A region that truly captures the essence of the 
countryside. Immerse yourself in rolling hills and 
enchanting moors, and breathtaking beaches along 
the North Sea coast. Explore the beauty of three 
National Parks – the Yorkshire Dales, the North 
York Moors, and the Peak District – offering unique 
outdoor adventures.

There are "Proper" pubs aplenty to enjoy a pint of real 
ale, and savour a hearty Sunday roast – complete with 
Yorkshire pudding. Yorkshire's literary connections 
are also worth exploring, from the Brontë sisters' 
moorland-inspired novels to Whitby, the haunting 
town featured in Bram Stoker's "Dracula."

Unearth history in York's cobbled streets from York 
Minster's grandeur, to the Viking heritage at the 
Jorvik Viking Centre. Yorkshire packs a delightful 
punch, combining natural beauty, literary allure, 
and fascinating history. Embark on an unforgettable 
journey through this captivating region for an 
authentic staycation experience.

YORKSHIRE

Green Meadows Park - Yorkshire Moors 
Part of the Bouja Boutique Breaks collection

Green Meadows Park is set in beautiful East 
Yorkshire countryside and within close distance 
to Hornsea, Withernsea, Hull and Beverley so is 
perfectly situated for exploring the many delights 
this won.derful area has to offer.

The pods are fully equipped with everything you 
need for a relaxing break away. There are also 
opportunities to watch the various wildlife around 
the park.

Our favourite       
stays in Yorkshire
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Yorkshire Spa Retreat - North Yorkshire  
Part of the Magnificent collection

A superb resort nestled in the set over 8 acres 
of tranquil parkland, offering a unique Spa and 
Lodge experience. Unwind amidst the splendour 
of the Yorkshire Moors countryside in bespoke 
luxury holiday homes and exquisite lodges, fitted 
with modern amenities to make you feel at home 
instantly.

Surrounded by nature, the Retreat sets the perfect 
ambiance for experiencing the wonderful Spa 
facilities*, including a hydro-pool, steam room, 
sauna, and salt chamber, as well as indulging in 
enriching spa treatments*. The on-site restaurant 
promises a delicious culinary journey with a wide 
range of local produce and a great drinks menu.

Explore the nearby national parks and country 
walks, take a Land Rover tour of the area, or visit 
nearby Castle Howard, Rievaulx Abbey, Helmsley, 
and the bustling city of York. Yorkshire Spa 
Retreat offers opulence, innovation, and top-notch 
customer service for an unforgettable experience.

Sun Hill Lodges - Yorkshire Dales  
Part of the Autograph Lodge Holidays  collection

Bespoke luxury lodges with stunning views of 
North Yorkshire's majestic rolling countryside. 
Positioned at the heart of the beautiful 'gateway' 
to the Dales, it's the ideal adult-focused escape.

Whether you're celebrating a special occasion as a 
couple or seeking a sumptuous break with friends 
or family, these accommodations will exceed your 
expectations. Each lodge is designed with guest 
comfort in mind, featuring style, luxury, covered 
terraces, hot tubs, and spacious gardens for 
relaxation after a day of exploring.

Explore the enchanting spa towns, traditional 
villages, and meandering rivers of the area. 
Middleham, Leyburn, Hawes, Bedale, Richmond, 
and Harrogate offer charming experiences and are 
easily accessible from Sun Hill Lodges, located just 
3 miles from everyday amenities.

*Charges apply
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Rural retreats in the UK offer a tranquil escape from 
the hustle and bustle of city life. Nestled amidst 
picturesque landscapes, these hidden gems provide 
an idyllic setting to unwind and recharge. From cozy 
cottages in the rolling countryside to charming lodges 
tucked away in the woods, each retreat exudes its 
own unique charm. 

Whether you seek romantic seclusion for a couple's 
getaway or a family adventure surrounded by nature, 
the UK's rural retreats offer a perfect sanctuary. With 
scenic walks, quaint villages, and a slower pace of life, 
these retreats provide an unforgettable experience 
of peace and serenity in the heart of nature.

RURAL RETREATS

Landal Darwin Forest - Peak District  
Part of the Go Active Breaks collection

Nestled in woodland near Matlock and Bakewell, 
and winner of prestigious awards, including the 
Best in Britain award, this top park offers fantastic 
facilities amidst breathtaking surroundings.

Enjoy a range of activities, from tennis, mini-golf, 
archery, to woodland walks and cycling trails. Little 
Monkeys indoor play center delights younger 
children, while the Activity Den entertains older 
kids with pool tables and arcade games. Evolution 
Health and Fitness provides a heated indoor pool, 
spa, and gym for relaxation.

Venture outside to explore the Peak District's 
finest attractions, including Alton Towers and 
Chatsworth House. Embrace natural beauty on 
the Monsal Trail, Heights of Abraham, or Mam Tor 
and Bamford Edge hikes. 
(charges apply for activites)

Our favourite       
Rural Retreats...
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Henlle Hall Woodland Lodges - Shropshire  
Part of the Magnificent collection

Tucked away in 17 acres of glorious parkland, 
and  perfect for romantic hideaways or relaxing 
retreats, these stylish lodges boast luxurious 
interiors and modern technology, complemented 
by tree-lined decking hosting hot tubs. Enjoy 
fabulous views, a walled garden, and the new 
coffee lounge, restaurant, and bar. Embrace 
outdoor adventures with scenic walks, mountain 
biking, and picturesque villages. Ironbridge Gorge, 
Ludlow's Michelin-starred eateries, and Welshpool 
are easily accessible for an indulgent escape.

The Springs Resort & Golf Club - Oxfordshire

Escape to picturesque Oxfordshire, nestled 
amongst peaceful countryside, yet just a short 
drive to historic Oxford city centre, have the best 
of both worlds and enjoy the perfect break away 
with family or friends. Enjoy on-site facilities such 
as the sumptuous spa*, 18 hole golf course* and 
stunning bar and bistro. Whether you’re looking 
for a weekend break away or a family week-long 
holiday, the resort and lodges have everything you 
need for an getaway to Oxfordshire.
*charges apply

Bluewood Lodges - Cotswolds  
Part of the Autograph Lodge Holidays  collection

Ideally situated near the picturesque village of 
Kingham, in a beautiful bluebell wood within an 
'Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty', these lodges 
and cottages offer a tranquil escape from modern 
life. Each lodge features contemporary interiors, 
spacious decking, and outdoor hot tubs. Discover 
the historic market town of Stow-on-the-Wold 
and quaint villages like Moreton-in-Marsh and 
Bourton-on-the-Water, or Enjoy fishing*, horse 
riding*, cycling*, walking trails, and golf* for an 
unforgettable getaway.

*charges apply

INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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A captivating land of verdant valleys, majestic 
mountains, rich cultural history, friendly locals and 
diverse landscapes. Scotland boasts varied terrain, 
from rugged cliffs to rolling green hills and serene 
forests. While the Highlands with their iconic purple 
heather steal the spotlight, the lesser-explored 
Lowlands and remote islands (over 700 in number) 
offer enchanting experiences for adventurous souls. 

Consider exploring the stunning landscapes of the 
Isle of Skye, with its dramatic rock formations and 
fairy pools. Visit the historic city of Edinburgh, with 
its iconic castle and vibrant arts scene. Discover 
the picturesque Orkney Islands, home to ancient 
stone circles and stunning coastal scenery. Explore 
the charming villages along the North Coast 500, 
a scenic driving route showcasing the best of the 
Scottish Highlands. Lastly, immerse yourself in the 
rich cultural heritage of Glasgow, renowned for its 
music, art, and vibrant nightlife. Scotland beckons 
with its natural beauty, mythical legends, and warm 
hospitality, promising an unforgettable journey for all.

SCOTLAND

Loch Lomond Holiday Park - Argyll  
Part of the Wanderwood Lodges collection

Perched on the bonnie banks of Loch Lomond 
itself, this park is perfect for a luxurious romantic 
getaway, an active Scottish adventure, or a fun 
family staycation with your four-legged friend 
in tow. Choose from waterside hot tub lodges, 
fabulous glamping pods or a traditional cosy log 
cabin complete with private sauna. Ideally located 
for touring the Highlands - Climb a mountain, 
sail a boat on Loch Lomond or have a go at 
wakeboarding! The local area provides a number 
of restaurants and small local shops.

Our favourite       
stays in Scotland
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St Andrews Forest Lodges - St Andrews  
Part of the Evermore Lodge Holidays collection

St Andrews Forest Lodges delivers an excellent 
level of accommodation in a wonderful woodland 
countryside location, with the benefit of being just 
five minutes’ drive from the world famous ’Old 
Course’.

St Andrews is famous for its golf but also offers so 
much more; the historic town, rich in culture, has 
a variety of restaurants, bars, shops, museums and 
stunning sandy beaches. The new V&A museum 
in Dundee, ’The City of Discovery’, is a 15 minutes 
drive and with Leuchars train station only 2 miles 
away reaching Scotland’s capital, Edinburgh, has 
never been easier.

The Eden Estuary, just to the north, is the third 
oldest nature reserve in the country, famous for its 
bird life. Seals, porpoises and dolphins are regular 
visitors to the Tentsmuir Forest sandbanks, whilst 
deer, osprey and peregrines are frequently sighted 
in the woods and lochs just inland.

Kessock Highland Lodges - Inverness  
Part of the Autograph Lodge Holidays  collection

Enviably set amidst lush rolling meadowland in the 
wild heart of Highland Scotland. Suitable for both 
adults and children, it is secluded and yet superbly 
located for exploring, this luxurious retreat offers a 
truly individual flavour of Scotland surrounded by 
some of its most spectacular mountain scenery.

A haven of peace and tranquillity, these lodges 
truly make the most of their tucked-away setting, 
with decks and hot tubs lending the perfect way 
to soak up the unique ambience, wildlife and 
stunning night skies.

A paradise for lovers of the great outdoors, Loch 
Ness is close by – ideal for hopeful monster-spotters! 
– and nearby Great Glen affords countless scenic 
delights for walkers. The Cairngorms National Park 
creates a majestic backdrop for hikers and hosts 
abundant wildlife, while a boat trip on the Moray 
Firth could reward you with a visit from dolphins. 
Inverness, the Highland capital, and home to a 
Gothic cathedral, fantastic shops and restaurants, 
is a short drive away.

INSPIRE MAGAZINE 
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The recent staycation surge has revealed the hidden 
gem that the Welsh have always known: their 
nation is a captivating wonder within Great Britain. 
The country offers a wealth of stylish boutique 
accommodations, while a deep-rooted love for the 
landscape continually brings new attractions. In 
proud market towns, authentic food scenes remain 
untouched by outside influences. The soul-stirring 
landscape, from the rugged mountains of Snowdonia 
and mesmerizing coastal paths of Anglesey in the 
north, to the stunning Pembrokeshire coast, and 
Brecon Beacons in the south remain as enchanting 
as ever.

Easy access from English cities through fast roads 
makes travel a breeze. While rail services are limited 
beyond the gateway hubs, having your own transport 
is ideal for exploring a country packed with incredible 
diversity within its compact 170-mile span from 
north to south. Wales insists on taking things slowly, 
perfect for back-roads touring and embracing the art 
of slow travel.

WALES

Love2Stay Mid Wales - Powys  
Part of the Magnificent collection

An outstanding resort set amidst rolling 
Montgomeryshire hills, with blissful spa facilities, 
luxurious accommodations, and sweeping vistas 
of unspoilt countryside. Relax and indulge in 
onsite amenities like the gym, pool, and holistic 
therapies*. Choose from glamping-style pods, 
holiday homes, or bespoke lodges for a romantic 
escape or family adventure. The surrounding 
area offers plenty of experiences, from acclaimed 
restaurants to mythical sites to make lasting 
memories with your loved ones. 

Our favourite       
stays in Wales
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Florence Springs Lakeside Lodges - Tenby  
Part of the Evermore Lodge Holidays collection

Luxury lakeside living just 2 miles from the 
bustle of Tenby's beaches, cobbled streets, and 
charming eateries. Surrounded by the beauty 
of Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, these 
chic lodges boast stunning lake views, spacious 
interiors, and indulgent hot tubs. Enjoy exclusive 
access to fishing and pitch and putt*, or venture 
to neighbouring Heatherton Leisure Park for 
thrilling adventures. Explore the wonders of 
Pembrokeshire, from castles to scenic walks, for 
an unforgettable family escape.

Pen-y-Garth Lodges - Gwynedd  
Part of the Evermore Lodge Holidays collection

A tranquil escape in Snowdonia. Embrace the 
Welsh 'Lake District' with contemporary lodges 
designed to harmonize with the stunning scenery. 
Relax in this quiet corner of Snowdonia, surrounded 
by mountains, valleys, and crystal lakes. Bala 
town's historic charm and the expansive Bala Lake 
provide opportunities for sailing and water sports. 
Explore picturesque shops and immerse yourself 
in country life. Experience nature's beauty and 
cultural treasures in this serene haven, perfect for 
unwinding amidst the breathtaking landscapes.

Slate House Lodges - Powys  
Part of the Autograph Lodge Holidays  collection

These sumptuous lodges provide stylish comfort, 
featuring woodburning stoves, oak floors, and 
second-floor reading rooms. Enjoy the tranquil 
setting with outdoor hot tubs and easy access to 
mountains, valleys, caves, and cultural attractions. 
Nearby Caersws village offers pubs, cafes, and 
shops, while activities like walking, fishing, golf, 
and off-roading abound. This Welsh escape is 
perfect for indulging in luxurious living amidst the 
beautiful mid-wales countryside, and the coast is 
just 45 minutes away!

*Charges apply
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LONDON CITY BREAKS
Discover the magic of London with an unforgettable city break. The vibrant 
capital city of the UK effortlessly combines rich history with contemporary 
charm, from iconic landmarks like Buckingham Palace and the Tower of 
London to world-class museums, shopping districts, and diverse dining 
options.

London offers a plethora of unique and thrilling Events 
and Experiences that will make your city break 
memorable, including:

View from The Shard: Get a bird's-eye view 
of London's breathtaking skyline from the 
observation deck of The Shard, Western 
Europe's tallest building.

The London Eye: Take a leisurely ride on the 
London Eye, a giant Ferris wheel on the South 
Bank of the Thames, offering panoramic views 
of the city.

The London Dungeon: For a thrilling and 
spooky experience, visit The London Dungeon. 
This interactive attraction brings to life some 
of London's most gruesome historical events.

Thamesjet Speedboat Experience: Embark 
on an exhilarating Thamesjet speedboat ride 
along the iconic River Thames. Feel the rush 
as you zip past famous landmarks.

Visit The Tower of London: Explore centuries 
of history at the Tower of London, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Discover the Crown 
Jewels and learn about the tower's fascinating 
history.

Shrek’s Adventure: Enjoy an interactive 
family journey through Far Far Away; Board 
the magical 4D bus, and experience 12 
hilarious live shows based on fairy tales.
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When it comes to Theatre - London's West End is renowned for 
its world-class productions. Catch some iconic shows for an 
unforgettable break:

The Wizard of Oz: Experience the magic of Dorothy and 
her journey down the yellow brick road in this classic 
musical adaptation.

We Will Rock You The Musical: Rock out to Queen's 
greatest hits in this high-energy , toe-tapping musical 

set in a world where rock music is banned.
 
Moulin Rouge! The Musical: Step into the 

dazzling world of Paris' most famous cabaret. This 
spectacular musical brings to life the glamour 
and passion of the Belle Époque era.

Les Misérables: Immerse yourself in the epic 
tale of love, sacrifice, and redemption. This 
enduring musical masterpiece will leave you 
moved and inspired.

If you prefer a little retail therapy, London is a 
shopaholic's paradise, offering a diverse range of 
Shopping Experiences:

Oxford Street: Explore one of London's busiest 
shopping streets, known for its flagship stores, 
fashion boutiques, and department stores.

Covent Garden: A  lively district filled with 
shops, markets, and street performers, offering 
unique boutiques and artisanal goods.

Camden Market: An alternative experience 
where you'll discover a vibrant array of 
vintage clothing, eclectic accessories, and 
international street food.

London offers endless opportunities with a 
plethora of options for you to curate your 

ideal break in the city, so get in touch with 
an Inspire travel expert today to plan your 

perfect itinerary!
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THEME PARKS AND ATTRACTIONS
Welcome to the thrilling world of British theme parks and attractions! From adrenaline-pumping roller coasters 
to historical wonders, the United Kingdom has an array of exciting destinations for all ages. In this guide, we'll 
take you on a tour of some of our top picks for a fun filled short break.

The UK's theme parks and attractions offer 
an adventure for everyone, whether you're a 
history enthusiast, an adrenaline junkie, or a 
family looking for a day of fun. So, pack your 
bags, gather your excitement, and embark 
on an unforgettable journey through these 
captivating destinations.

1. Alton Towers - Staffordshire
Nestled in the picturesque Staffordshire 
countryside, Alton Towers is a mecca 
for thrill-seekers. Home to some of the 
most exhilarating roller coasters in the 
UK, including Nemesis, Oblivion, and 
The Smiler, this iconic theme park offers 
an unforgettable experience. For a more 
family-friendly adventure, don't miss 
CBeebies Land, where younger visitors 
can meet their favorite TV characters 
and enjoy age-appropriate rides.

2. Legoland Windsor - Berkshire
Let your imagination run wild at 
Legoland Windsor, a magical world 
constructed entirely from LEGO bricks. 
Perfect for families with children, 
this theme park boasts interactive 
attractions, captivating shows, and 
awe-inspiring sculptures. Take a gentle 
boat ride through LEGO City, witness 
incredible Lego-themed shows, and, 
if you're feeling brave, venture into the 
Dragon's Apprentice roller coaster.
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3. Warwick Castle - Warwickshire
Step back in time and discover the 
grandeur of Warwick Castle, a medieval 
masterpiece steeped in history. Explore 
the castle's opulent rooms, ramparts, 
and gardens, and experience epic live 
shows and reenactments. For an extra 
thrill, climb the towers for panoramic 
views of the surrounding countryside. 
Warwick Castle offers a fascinating 
journey into Britain's past.

4. Sealife Centre - Various locations
With Sealife Centres dotted across 
the country, you can get up close and 
personal with marine life from all corners 
of the globe. From sharks and rays to 
playful otters and adorable penguins, 
these centres provide a captivating and 
educational experience for visitors of all 
ages. Engage with interactive exhibits 
and learn about conservation efforts to 
protect our oceans.

5. Blackpool Dungeon - Lancashire
For those with a taste for the spooky and 
macabre, Blackpool Tower Dungeon 
is a must-visit. Embark on a theatrical 
journey through Lancashire's darkest 
history, with live actors, special effects, 
and thrilling storytelling. From the 
Pendle Witches to the infamous 
Highwayman, this immersive attraction 
guarantees chills and thrills.
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SPECIAL OFFERS WITH 

Cornwall 
Sandymouth Holiday Resort 
Tintagel Beach Shack 
1 Bedroom | Up To 2 People | *2 Pet(s) allowed

25th September 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £225 

09th, 16th or 30th October 2023  
4 Nights from ONLY £259

3rd, 10th, 17th or 24th November 2023 
3 Nights from ONLY £199

The Lake District 
Hartsop Fold Lodges 
Brothers Water Lodge 
2 Bedrooms | Sleeps up to 4 people 

6th, 13th, 20th or 27th November 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £435

4th, 11th, or 18th December 2023  
4 Nights from ONLY £415

5th, 12th, 19th or 26th January 2024 
3 Nights from ONLY £465

Yorkshire 
Green Meadows Park 
Octi-Lodge Mini Spa 
1 Bedroom | Sleeps up to 2 people 

14th or 21st August 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £505

1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd or 29th September 2023 
3 Nights from ONLY £345

2nd, 9th, 16th or 23rd October 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £345
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CALL NOW TO BOOK OR EXPLORE MORE OPTIONS!

Rural Retreat in Shropshire  
Henlle Hall Woodland Lodges  
Autumn Rhapsody 
2 Bedrooms | Sleeps up to 4 people

15th, 22nd, or 29th January 2024 
4 Nights from ONLY £655

5th or 26th February 2024 
4 Nights from ONLY £665

15th or 22nd March 2024  
3 Nights from ONLY £755

Scotland 
Loch Lomond Holiday Park 
Ben Lomond 3 
3 Bedrooms | Up to 6 people | *2 Pet(s) allowed

28th August 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £449

18th or 25th September 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £319

10th or 17th November 2023 
3 Nights from ONLY £455

4th or 11th December 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £249

Wales 
Pen Y Garth Lodges  
Foxglove 6 Platinum 
3 Bedrooms | Up to 6 people | *2 Pet(s) allowed

11th, 18th, or 25th September 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £569

2nd, 9th, 16th or 30th October 2023 
4 Nights from ONLY £569

3rd, 10th, 17th or 24th November 2023 
3 Nights from ONLY £569

All prices quoted are subject to availability and change. We reserve the right to withdraw, extend or amend offers at any time. Subject to 
availability. Booking terms and conditions apply. Prices correct as at 27.07.23. 
*Additional charges may apply for pets. Pets in selected accommodation only.
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From lavish hotels and resorts to exclusive island retreats, 
everyone deserves to sample the finer things in life with...

UP NEXT MONTH...

THE BEST OF LUXURY TRAVEL

nicola.lyon@travelbyinspire.co.uk | 07505 984 860


